Reveal Girl Seduction Ring

A Wellesley College girl was arrested by Security Force Police yesterday evening, while roaming suspiciously through East Campus dorms. She was later found to be the ring leader of an extensive husband-hunting syndicate, operating in three quarters of the women's colleges in the Boston area.

A Simmons College spokesman, in an exclusive Daily Worker interview, has admitted that girls there must belong to this guild, known as "The Free Thinkers Society for Promotion of Hasty Marriages", as a prerequisite for graduation. Likewise, a Wickecheck Dean has admitted enrolling girls there to enroll in the secret society as a part of the broad education offered at that college.
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Women students are organized into assault teams in their freshman year, attending hourly classes dealing with such topics as: "body dynamics", "elementary perfume techniques", "effective innocence", and "principles of gold digging". Laboratory periods offer practical experience in the art, are held monthly, and are known to the society as "acquaintance dances".

By the time she has reached her sophomore year, the average girl is deemed fit for duty, and is dispatched to lure unwary male students from their studies.

Proposals for marriage are solicited through the subtle arts of seduction learned in primary training. Essentially, the accepted scheme is: 1. contact, 2. cultivation, and 3. the big pitch—usually enacted behind closed doors of dormitory rooms, particularly in Baker House.

MIT men, as potential $12,000 a year engineers, are considered top-notch prospects. "MIT men are easy prey, due to the unwholesome surroundings inherent in a factory atmosphere," said a Radcliffe girl, "even our novices have had great success there."

This fact is borne out by the record of one Chandler girl, who has said to have been engaged simultaneously by eleven different MIT men. The crime-smashing Security Force is busy devising countermeasures and hopes to prevent further damage to Technology morals by placing all girl colleges on an off-limits list.